Stan Dawes Fencing

Supply & Install

BASTION
Secure358
The Bastion Secure358 security mesh system
is designed to achieve the highest level of
security, providing peace of mind to the end
user. Whether general or high security is
required this system fits the bill. Secure 358
mesh panels provide a high degree of security,
whilst giving a discreet visual impact on the
environment. The mesh apertures provide see
through visibility but ensure that the fence is
difficult to climb as it doesn’t provide finger or
toe holds and is also extremely difficult to cut

SPECIFICATION
Mesh panels are manufactured from 4mm wire,
resistance welded to form a mesh profile of
76.2mm (3.0 inches) x12.7mm (1/2 inch).
Generally panel widths are 2515mm to
suit 2440mm post centres. The panels are
overlapped on each post, and secured using
clamp bars.

IDEAL FOR GENERAL AND
HIGH SECURITY –
Tight mesh pattern maximises
intruder delay time
ANTI-CLIMB –
No finger or toe holds
AVAILABLE FROM 1.8MTR TO
5.2MTR HIGH SECURITY
TOPPINGS AS OPTIONAL
EXTRAS –
Barbed wire or razor wire

NEW

BASTION GATE

BASTION
SECURE BEAM

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE BASTION
SECURE 358 SYSTEM:Gate
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Gates to match the Secure358 system at
1.8mtr to 2.4mtr high are supplied as per our
swing gate range. Single leaf gates to suit
3.0mtr high fence are supplied at 2.0mtr high
with a lintel. Double Leaf gates to suit 3.0mtr
high fence are supplied at 3.0mtr high,
whereas the gates for 4.2mtr high and 5.2mtr
high fences take a 3.0mtr high gate with a
lintel. (Full height gates can be quoted on
request).

BRITISH STANDARDS / QUALITY ASSURANCE
Swing Gates and posts are manufactured generally
in accordance with (and in some respects exceed)
the requirements of BS1722, Part One (for heights of
1.8mtr high and below). The standard width of a
single leaf gate is 1200mm wide, enabling it to fall in
line with disabled access requirements.

The Professional Choice

‘Secured By Design’ is the UK
Police Flagship Initiative supporting the
principles of ‘designing out crime’ by use of
effective crime prevention. Fencing Systems
marked with the SBD logo have been
independently tested and approved to SBD
standards.
SECURITY
The Bastion Secure Beam 358 system is
designed to be secure yet stylish, with a
strong, anti-climb panel that is pleasing to the
eye. Panel strength is enhanced by the three
pressed horizontal beams within it. This unique
panel also provides see-through visibility but is
difficult to climb as there are no finger or toe
holds. The security aspect can also be
enhanced by the use of extensions for barbed
wire

SPECIFICATION
The mesh panels are manufactured from 4mm
wire,resistance welded to form a mesh profile
of 12.7mm (1/2inch) wide by 76.2mm (3.0
inches) long with three profiled horizontals that
greatly increase the strength of the panel. The
width of the panel suits post centres of
approximately 2500mm. The panels are
attached to 60 x 60 x 2mm SHS posts with
hexagonal inserts, 9nr 3D clips per post and
tamper-proof M8 x 40mm pin tork bolts
FINISH
Galvanised and polyester coated as standard.

